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Introduction

 Before we publish BSM
discoveries from the early
running of the LHC, we want
to make sure that we
measure/understand SM
cross sections
◆ detector and

reconstruction algorithms
operating properly

◆ SM physics properly
understood

◆ SM backgrounds to BSM
physics correctly taken
into account

 Will have program to measure
production of SM processes:
jets, W/Z (+jets), heavy flavor
during first year
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SM Predictions
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Scattering at the LHC

 Experience at the
Tevatron is very useful,
but scattering at the LHC
is not necessarily just
“rescaled” scattering at
the Tevatron

 Small typical momentum
fractions x in many key
searches
◆ dominance of gluon and

sea quark scattering
◆ large phase space for

gluon emission
◆ intensive QCD

backgrounds
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Uncertainties on SM cross sections

 Perturbative calculations
have a realistic
normalization only at
NLO

 Parton-level calculations
have been performed for
all 2->2 and some 2->3
processes
◆ state of the art is W/Z+2

jets
◆ W/Z+3 jets perhaps in 2

years
▲ problems with multi-leg

virtual integrations
▲ many loop integrals
▲ enormous expressions,

large numerical
cancellations

 See
www.cedar.ac.uk/
hepcode/ for
collection of NLO
codes, such as
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NLO vs LO predictions

LO->NLO may not be just a K-factor
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The much-maligned wish-list
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NNLO

 A few cross sections
have been calculated to
NNLO
◆ inclusive W/Z

◆ W/Z/Higgs rapidity

◆ inclusive jet perhaps still 2
years off

 Often effect is just a K-
factor
◆ but needed for precision

physics such as with W/Z
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NNLO essential for Higgs

Frank Petriello; talk at Enrico Fermi Institute
Symposium
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PDF uncertainties

 pdf uncertainties only make
sense at NLO (or higher)
since this is the first order at
which the normalization is
believable

 In most kinematic regions of
interest at the LHC, pdf
uncertainties are small
◆ one exception is high ET

jet production
 I’ve heard people say that the

LHC will spend its first year
measuring pdf’s

 Measuring pdf’s is precision
physics

 The LHC will spend its first
year being constrained by
pdf’s

NLO predictions for LHC under 
good control if NLO formalism is
adequate for LHC
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 Validity of NLO DGLAP

 Is there a tension between HERA
and Tevatron data requiring
NNLO DGLAP to resolve?

◆ MRST study: hep-
ph/0308087

◆ W cross section at LHC drops
20% when data below x=.005
are removed from fit

◆ implications for use of W σ as
luminosity benchmark

 Recent CTEQ study indicates as
more severe cuts are made in x
and Q2 in global analysis,
uncertainty on W cross section at
the LHC increases but central
value remains relatively constant

20%

cteq6.1

intermediate
cuts

strong
cuts
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Negative gluon

 Lower cross section in MRST
study results from pinched
rapidity distribution caused by
impact of negative gluon

mrst2002

mrst2003c
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NLO stability

 CTEQ  conclusion: if negative
gluon allowed, then uncertainty of
σW increases (dramatically for
severe cuts), but again central
value remains constant

 No advantage found in fit of
allowing negative gluon

no cuts 

*

mrst2003c prediction

hep-ph/0502080
intermediate
cuts

strong
cuts
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Using pdf uncertainties

In new version, all error pdf’s can be kept in memory at same time.
PDF uncertainty for any cross section can be calculated by weights
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PDF weight technique with parton showers

This technique has correct Sudakov 
only for CTEQ6, not for error pdf’s.
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Uncertainties on Sudakov form factors
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Uncertainties on Sudakov form factors

Probability that a quark at x=0.2 will not emit
a gluon of greater than 10 GeV when
evolving backwards from 250 GeV

Gluons like to radiate more  than quarks;
probability is only 60% for a gluon of x=0.2

PDF uncertainty band (MRST2001E) is very small; pdf weighting technique works.

so there’s an
80% chance
for a quark 
of x=0.2
to evolve 
backwards
from 250
GeV to
10 GeV
without
emitting a
gluon of
more than
10 GeV

width of green band is pdf uncertainty

branching probability density

pdf uncertainy << αs uncertainty
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Matrix element and parton shower
predictions

 For best (LO) predictions at the
LHC, often want to combine
matrix element and parton
shower predictions
◆ matrix elements can describe

configurations with hard jets
better

◆ with parton shower programs,
you include the effects of multiple
gluon radiation and hadronization

 …but need to control size of
unwelcome logs when interfacing
ME and PS

 mlm and CKKW approaches exist
for controlling logs

 Both approaches describe
Tevatron W/Z + jets data well
◆ hopefully comparisons soon

 Steve Mrenna and Peter
Richardson have studied
systematic errors for these
techniques

hep-ph/0312274
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WW fusion: the Zeppenfeld plots

 Some of the primary
search modes for a
Higgs discovery at
the LHC proceed
through the WW
fusion process

 Several different decay
modes for Higgs
accessible

 Two key features of VBF
production:
◆ presence of forward-

backward tagging  jets
with large rapidity
separation

◆ suppression of gluon
radiation in central rapidity
region between the jets
due to color singlet
exchange

tag jet 1

tag jet 2
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Backgrounds

 There are sizeable
backgrounds to this
production process
due to W + 2 jets/top
production

 See, for example,
talk of Dieter
Zeppenfeld in first
meeting of TeV4LHC

 At the Tevatron,
Higgs production not
accessible through
this process, but we
can try to understand
level of background
◆ and in particular effect

of a central jet veto
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Background studies

 For W+>= 2 jets at the
Tevatron
◆ look at |η1-η2| as a function of

pT
min

◆ compare to MCFM, LO and
NLO;
ALPGEN/MADGRAPH+
Herwig/Pythia (mlm matching
and CKKW)

▲ CKKW generated by Steve
Mrenna using
Madgraph+Pythia

 For W+>=3 jets
◆ η3* distribution as a function

of pT
min and |η1-η2|

▲ η3*=η3-(η1+η2)/2

◆ 3 jet fraction as a function of
pT

jet3
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More from Dieter’s talk

Note dip if 3rd
jet is from Pythia,
filled in if 3rd 
jet from ME
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More from Dieter

VBF naturally has a 
dip at y*=0
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Δη of tag jet plots

 Look at η difference
between tagging jets

 Compare to Alpgen W +
2 partons) interfaced to
Herwig for additional
parton showering and to
CKKW sample
(generated with
Madgraph interfaced  to
Pythia)

 3 different ET cuts on
tagging  jets
◆ all jets defined using a

cone of 0.4

ET of tag jets > 8 GeV/c

jet clustering
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Δη of tag jet plots

ET of tag jets > 15 GeV/c ET of tag jets > 20 GeV/c

Both A+H and CKKW seem to describe the data reasonably well. 
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ET of tag jets > 8 GeV/c

 CKKW decomposition
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ET of tag jets > 15 GeV/c

 CKKW decomposition
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ET of tag jets > 20 GeV/c

 CKKW decomposition

For low ET tagging jets, W + 0 p relatively important; 2 p required for
higher ET
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2 jet/>= 2 jet ratio as function of η

 Fraction of >= 2 jet
events with only 2
jets

 3rd jet  has cut  at 8
GeV/c; 3 different
cuts on tagging  jets

Tag jets > 8 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c
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Jet multiplicity

 8 GeV/c tagging jets
(+central jet)

 All η separations
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2 jet/>= 2 jet ratio as function of η

Tag jets > 15 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c Tag jets > 20 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c

A+H predicts too high a rate; CKKW agrees well with the data; rate is
flat with rapidity separation; note >= 3 jet fraction very high (~80%)

so why is 3 jet
rate so high 
(~80%)? 
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Jet multiplicity
 15 GeV/c tagging jets (+ 8 GeV/c

central jet)
 All η separations

20 GeV/c tagging jets (+ 8 GeV/c

 central jet)
All η separations
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 3rd jet probability
decreases with
increasing 3rd jet ET

cut

Tag jets > 15 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 12 GeV/c

2 jet/>= 2 jet ratio as function of η
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The Zeppenfeld plots*

*copyright
J. Huston
2004
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η3* for Δη>1

 Look at η3*
distribution (as
defined by Dieter in
his talk) for 3 different
tagging  jet cuts and
for 3 different tagging
jet Δη cuts

Tag jets > 8 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c

note peak for A+H 3p
…or dip for  other
distributions
data has dip for low pT
CKKW has Sudakov 
suppression where ME does not
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η3* for Δη>1

Tag jets > 15 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c Tag jets > 20 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c

Dip fills in as tag jet ET increases
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η3* for Δη>2

 Look at η3*
distribution (as
defined by Dieter in
his talk) for 3 different
tagging  jet cuts and
for 3 different tagging
jet Δη cuts

Tag jets > 8 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c

now dip is
very 
noticeable

now dip is very 
noticeable
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η3* for Δη>2: CKKW decomposition

Tag jets > 8 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c

now dip is
very 
noticeable
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η3* for Δη>2

Tag jets > 15 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c Tag jets > 20 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c
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η3* for Δη>2

Tag jets > 15 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 12 GeV/c
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η3* for Δη>3

 Look at η3*
distribution (as
defined by Dieter in
his talk) for 3 different
tagging  jet cuts and
for 3 different tagging
jet Δη cuts

Tag jets > 8 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c
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η3* for Δη>3

Tag jets > 15 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c Tag jets > 20 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 8 GeV/c
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η3* for Δη>3

Tag jets > 15 GeV/c; 3rd jet > 12 GeV/c Right now working hard
on blessing data so
comparisons of data to
all plots shown on
previous pages can be
made public

 This summer

 Also working with Steve
Mrenna and John
Campbell on validation of
CKKW results  using
MCFM
◆ paper this summer
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MCatNLO
 Ideally, want NLO

normalization and kinematics
while retaining the effects of
multiple gluon radiation and
hadronization

 Many papers written on the
subject

 MCatNLO (Frixione/Webber)
is only program in use by
experimenters

 Working model has new
collaborators coming in to
work on favorite process
◆ Eric Laenen: single top

production
◆ Vittorio del Duca: WH and

WW fusion to Higgs
◆ Bill Kilgore and Steve Ellis:

inclusive jet production

first session of Les Houches 2005
will concentrate on adding processes
to MCatNLO
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pT distributions

 Effects of soft gluon radiation in
the initial state result in non-zero
pT distributions for the final state

 Can describe by DGLAP
resummation formalism (accurate
to as much to NNLL) or by parton
showers (almost NLL for the case
of Herwig)

 Higgs production is a great
testbed for effects of soft gluon
radiation
◆ gg initial state
◆ lots of phase space for gluon

radiation
 Shapes agree fairly well

(resummation has NLO or NNLO
normalization) but Pythia 6.2
peaks a bit lower
◆ pT ordered shower in Pythia

6.3 in better agreement with
resummation predictions

…a study from Les Houches 2003
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pT-ordered shower in Pythia 6.3

 pT-ordered shower in
Pythia 6.3 leads to more
robust predictions

 Parton shower agrees
with ME predictions for t-
tbar + 1 / 2 jets

plots produced by
Peter Skands 
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What if DGLAP factorization doesn’t work

Pavel Nadolsky at Enrico Fermi symposium
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DGLAP resummation doesn’t seem to work for
SIDIS at HERA
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Impact at the LHC
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ATLAS Les Houches benchmark studies

 Simulate events for some crucial Standard Model cross
sections
◆ for event samples corresponding to 1 and 10 fb-1

 Cross sections will serve as
◆ benchmarks/guidebook for SM expectations in the early

running
▲ are systems performing nominally? Is our calorimeters correctly

calibrated?
▲ are we seeing signs of “unexpected” SM physics in our data?
▲ how many of the signs of new physics that we observe can we

believe?

◆ feedback for impact of ATLAS data on reducing uncertainty on
relevant pdf’s and theoretical predictions

◆ venues for understanding some of the subtleties of physics
issues

Updates/progress will appear on www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/Les_Houches_2005/
Les_Houches_SM.html
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Benchmark processes

…essentially the same as the program that Samir has outlined in the
morning; other suggestions/volunteers
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Example: Inclusive jet cross section

 Current range of uncertainty
for predictions for ATLAS

see hep-ph/0303013

Will Run II Tevatron jet data be enough to 
reduce uncertainty? TeV4LHC exercise
What will pdf uncertainties look like at the 
end of HERA? Related HERALHC exercise

1 fb-1

10 fb-1
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QCD = SM
 In a recent paper (hep-

ph/0503152), Stefano Moretti
and Douglas Ross have
shown large 1-loop weak
corrections to the inclusive jet
cross section at the Tevatron

 Up to 20% effect at the
Tevatron
◆ impact on pdf’s and high x

gluon?

 Effect goes as
αWlog2(ET

2/MZ
2)

◆ may be substantially larger
for high ET jets at the LHC

 Other (unsuspected) areas
where weak corrections are
important?
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Some  other studies currently on-going at
LHC and at Tevatron

 Hard scattering and hadronization
◆ testing of matrix element-parton showering matching

▲ CKKW (nominally part of Sherpa)
▲ MLM

◆ comparisons to NLO where available
▲ validation of matching

◆ studies with MCatNLO
▲ and incorporation of inclusive  jet production in MCatNLO, with

Steve Ellis and Bill Kilgore
◆ testing new parton shower approaches

▲ Pythia 6.3 will give different predictions than earlier versions
◆ underlying event tunes and model development

▲ is Tune A universal? Can Tune A be improved?
▲ can Jimmy be tuned to Tevatron? Can we get a better name for

Jimmy?
▲ extrapolations to LHC; can we provide a reasonable range?

◆ hadronization corrections
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ZEUS pdf exercise

 Clare Gwenlan and
Mandy Cooper-
Sarkar

 Extrapolate ZEUS
fitter uncertainties to
statistics of HERA II

 Datasets also can be
used with CTEQ fits?
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ZEUS exercise

Δχ2=100 for 
2000 points

Δχ2 of ~50 out of 600 points
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TeV4LHC

 TeV4LHC: 
conferences.fnal.gov/tev4lhc/

 QCD
◆ www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/

tev4lhc/wg.htm
◆ all of the issues I talked

about today are there

 TopEW
◆ www.hep.anl.gov/tait/tev4l

hc/topew.html

 Higgs
◆ www-

clued0.fnal.gov/~iashvili/T
eV4LHC_higgs/higgs.html

 Landscape

 Next meeting will be
at CERN April 28-30,
2005

 Final meeting at
Fermilab in the fall of
2005
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You’re all wondering, How can I enlist?

 Four listserver mailing groups have
been set up:

tev4lhc-qcd
tev4lhc-higgs
tev4lhc-topew
tev4lhc-landscape

 If you would like to subscribe to the
working groups, here are the
instructions:
◆ To subscribe to a mailing list

called MYLIST
1. Send an e-mail message to
listserv@fnal.gov
2. Leave the subject line blank
3. Type "SUBSCRIBE MYLIST
FIRSTNAME LASTNAME"
(without the quotation marks) in
the body of your message.
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Appendix A: some TeV4LHC projects

 This list can also be found at
www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/tev4lhc/wg.htm

Jet projects

1.   inclusion of jet production in MC@NLO

2.   jet algorithms at the Tevatron and LHC

   -impact of negative towers: to remove or not to
remove, the D0 experience

   -impact of splitting/merging
      -understanding the effects of

splitting/merging at the parton and hadron
level

      -impact on boosted systems, e.g. W->jj in
high pT top

   -understanding differences observed in jet
reconstruction between CDF and D0
environments

       -reconstruct sample of MC  events that
produce problems in the CDF environment

   -utility of new algorithms such as JEF for final
state reconstruction

3.   UE subtraction

   -definition of UE + uncertainty for comparisons
of data to NLO

   -impact of ISR on jets and jet predictions
   -operation in high multiple interaction

environment

PDF projects

1.   validity of NLO formalism/road to NNLO

2.   benchmarks for NLO/NNLO fits

3.   pdf uncertainties
      -universal delta_chisquare
      -pdf weighting; impact of Sudakov FF's
      -embedding LHAPDF into programs

4.   inclusion of Tevatron data in global fits
      -"back-of-the-envelope" studies
         -W+c
         -gamma +b/c
         -Z+b

5.   W as a benchmark at both Tevatron and LHC

6.   heavy flavor pdf's and their uncertainties
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Projects, continued…

ME/MC projects

1.   W + jets comparisons at the Tevatron-
>predictions for the LHC

      -NLO->MCFM
      -CKKW
         -Mrenna
         -Sherpa
      -backgrounds to WW->H, the

"Zeppenfeld plots"
      -jet shapes/comparisons to CKKW

2.   parton shower/resummation
      -predictions for tt, Higgs
         -impact of new parton shower

algorithms

UE/hadronization projects

1.      UE tunes for Tevatron->predictions
for LHC

         -understanding color re-connections
and their apparent promiscuity
  -can we reproduce Tune A in the
more modern MC’s

               -Pythia 6.3
               -Jimmy

2.   hadronization corrections for NLO
processes

3.   ISR/UE corrections->subtractions for
NLO

4.   understanding high interaction
multiplicity environment


